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Abstract

For years psychologists across many subfields have undertaken the formidable challenge of designing survey scales to assess attitudes, opinions, and behaviors. Correspondingly, scholars have written much to guide researchers in this undertaking. Yet, many new scales violate established best practices in survey design, suggesting the need for a new approach to designing surveys. This article presents six steps to facilitate the construction of questionnaire scales. Unlike previous processes, this one front-loads input from other academics and potential respondents in the item-development and revision phase with the goal of achieving credibility across both populations. Specifically, the article describes how a (1) literature review and (2) focus group/interview data can be (3) synthesized into a comprehensive list to facilitate (4) the development of items. Next, survey designers can subject the items to (5) an expert review and (6) cognitive pretesting before executing a pilot test.
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Measure twice, cut down error:
A process for enhancing the validity of survey scales

The proliferation of new questionnaire scales across different domains of psychology has continued for decades (Clark & Watson, 1995; Comrey, 1988; Simms & Watson, 2007). Concurrently, the scholarship advising researchers on the best ways to construct questionnaires has also grown over time. Yet, illustrations abound of new scales that deviate from these best-practices in questionnaire design. Why this paradox exists is not entirely clear. Perhaps a paucity of graduate training on survey design is to blame; perhaps too much of the scholarly guidance on questionnaire development remains sequestered in methodology journals thereby eluding those who actually design surveys; or perhaps long-standing habits of developing scales through the solitary Likert approach (McIver & Carmines, 1981) die hard, despite the availability of new techniques. Presumably, some truth resides in each of these explanations.

This article introduces six steps to designing surveys that we hope will improve the development of survey scales within psychology and other social sciences regardless of which combination of these reasons is most accurate. Although several ideas in this article are new, our primary goal is not to present new techniques in survey design. Rather we strive to synthesize several known (though not necessarily widely known) survey design practices to create a new process that differs importantly from previous processes (e.g., Clark & Watson, 1995; Comrey, 1988; Simms, 2008) in three main ways. First, this process balances the use of diverse techniques rather than relying heavily on psychometric analyses. Second, this process is inherently collaborative and relies on other experts in the field as well as potential participants. Finally, this process “front-loads” the task of establishing validity. By focusing on validity during the development of items, there is high potential for more efficient (i.e., shorter) scales as well as more efficient pilot testing. This process may not fully endow survey designers with the
economy of carpenters who can “measure twice and cut once,” but it is likely to reduce measurement error and enhance the validity of most new scales.

Although many of the techniques we describe apply to the development of individual survey items, we focus on scale development – i.e., a series of similar items designed to assess the same underlying construct that are then summed to represent a participant’s score on the construct (DeVellis, 2003). Scales are more complicated to develop and take more respondent time. However, they pay dividends to researchers by more fully, precisely, and reliably assessing the underlying construct (McIver & Carmines, 1981). As a consequence of these virtues, scales are widely employed across most sub-fields within psychology.

We begin by describing common scale construction processes so as to provide a backdrop to the process we advocate. Specifically, we highlight the strengths in the “typical” process and describe how complementing these techniques with more preliminary work in the item-development phase should enhance the validity of the final survey scales. Then we describe six steps to facilitate the design of survey scales. To illustrate the value of each step, we pull examples and illustrations from parallel scales that we constructed recently to assess teacher-student relationships (TSR) from both teachers’ and students’ perspectives at the middle- and high-school levels.

A “Typical” Survey Design Process

Several authors have provided excellent guidance for scholars interested in developing surveys (e.g., Clark & Watson, 1995; DeVellis, 2003; Simms, 2008). Though each recommended process is unique, several commonalities extend through these and other approaches. First, the goal of these processes is generally the same – to produce a scale that demonstrates evidence of construct validity. Construct validity comes in many forms – content,
substantive, structural, generalizability, external, and consequential – and is a function of the items within a survey scale, the population of respondents, the context in which they are taking the survey, and the ultimate use of the scores derived from the survey (Messick, 1995). Thus, validity is not so much an end-state (i.e., the idea of a “validated scale” is a misnomer) as a property of scales, which scholars can find increasing amounts of evidence for (or against) for different respondents in different contexts and for different uses of the resultant scores. Among those who have proposed processes for scale development, there is broad consensus that for a scale to adequately measure the construct that it purports to measure, it must minimize respondent error and attain a certain level of reliability. Our process for scale construction shares this basic goal of developing a scale with substantial evidence of construct validity.

Second, looking across these processes for designing surveys, many recommendations are similar. The general template suggests that survey designers should: clearly determine the construct in question, consult the literature to ascertain whether a new scale is needed, develop an item pool (that should be overly inclusive), select appropriate response formats for items, and conduct several iterations of pilot-testing. The pilot testing should include the focal items as well as items that begin to establish validity for the scale and be followed by analyses to eliminate problematic items. The bulk of these processes center on the analytic approaches a researcher can take after having collected pilot data from a preliminary sample. This psychometric toolkit includes analyses to assess: item-level means and variability; inter-item and item-total correlations; reliability (e.g., coefficient alpha or test-retest); factor structure (e.g., exploratory and/or confirmatory factor analysis); multi-trait, multi-method matrix approaches to establishing validity; item-response theory; and so on. In sum, these processes emphasize the back-end of
scale development – i.e., the selection of items – while focusing less on the development of items.

Each of these steps and analytic techniques are tremendously important to the development of high quality scales, and we rely heavily on each of them in our own work. At the same time, we argue that this “typical” survey design process could be improved. Specifically, a process that (1) employs a broader range of techniques, (2) encourages scholars to be more collaborative with other researchers and with potential respondents during item-development, and (3) increases the emphasis on validity early in the process should ultimately produce more efficient, valid scales while requiring fewer pilot tests.

**Step 1: Literature Review**

Congruent with most scale construction processes, our scale construction process begins with a thorough literature review. However, this step is more than a mere search for an extant measure that that might serve to assess the construct in question. This step has two goals: to precisely define the construct in relation to literature, and to identify how existing measures of the construct (or related constructs) might be useful. First, knowledge of the literature helps survey designers define their construct so as to situate it within, connect it to, and differentiate it from related concepts. A new practice that some researchers may find helpful is to sketch Venn diagrams that illustrate the degree of overlap between their construct of interest and related, but distinct, constructs. These diagrams help illustrate what the construct is (or is not) and provide a later reference-check for evaluating the construct-relevance of items. Of particular importance, these diagrams can help scholars determine the appropriate “grain-size” of their construct i.e., the level of abstraction at which to measure their construct. For example, to investigate the social proclivities of undergraduates, one could develop scales to assess their propensity to: go on dates
(at the small-grain end of the continuum), spend time with friends, or interact with others (at the large-grain end of the continuum). Depending upon whether one wanted to predict sexual behavior, use of Facebook, or rates of depression, scales of different grain-sizes would serve as more or less effective predictors.

In our examination of the TSR literature we observed that past research often examined small-grain sub-components of TSR (e.g., Wentzel, 1997, and her work on teacher caring), assessed the teachers’ (e.g., Birch & Ladd, 1998) or students’ (e.g., Goodenow, 1993) perceptions of the relationships (though rarely both), and more frequently focused on elementary school students (Pianta, 1999). Thus, despite the excellent work in this field, we saw ways in which a more comprehensive (i.e., large-grain) measure of TSR that captured both teacher and student perceptions at the secondary level could make important scientific and practical contributions.

Our final conceptualization of TSR – that they are a dynamic and reciprocal social process consisting of students’ and teachers’ interpersonal interactions and their respective perceptions of those interactions – drew heavily from Pianta’s (1999) work. However, our large-grain approach and need for parallel teacher and student measures distinguished our measure from previous ones. The Venn diagram technique described above helped us sharpen the precision of our construct. For example, our diagram helped us clarify that one party’s liking of the personality of the other party was part of our construct, however the specific personality traits of each party were not.

Once researchers clarify their construct of interest, reviewing the literature also serves to evaluate previous measures for potential use. Scale validation studies, methods sections, and appendices typically provide sample items and/or the full scale, as well as psychometric
properties of the scale. In some instances, scholars may find scales that closely match their construct of interest and can use them with only minor modifications. In many cases, the items themselves might be unusable (e.g., the reading level of the items is inappropriate or the items do not comport with best practices). However, the content these items address might be valuable in developing new items. As scholars become familiar with the best practices in designing items described in Step 4, they will become proficient at adjudicating the extent to which scales might be borrowed with minor revisions versus requiring substantive changes.

As we combed through prior measures of TSR, some items required only slight modifications. For example, one item, “I like this student” from the Teacher-Student Relationship Inventory (Ang, 2005) was reworded to “How much do you like Student X’s personality?” In other instances, certain scales contained content that was critical to our conceptualization of TSR, but we changed the wording substantially. For instance, “I share an affectionate, warm relationship with this child” from the Student-Teacher Relationships Scale (STRS; Pianta, 2001) addresses closeness, an important sub-component of TSR. As it is worded, however, this item seemed inappropriate for use with older students, but we retained this general concept for the next step of the process.

**Step 2: Interviews and Focus Groups**

With the literature review completed, researchers can turn their attention to the population of interest – an important deviation from most traditional survey construction processes. Specifically, scholars need to ascertain whether their newly refined conceptualization of the construct matches the way their prospective respondents think about it. Do respondents include and exclude the same categories as those in the literature? What terminology do respondents use in describing relevant phenomena? To answer these questions, researchers will
usually want to collect data directly from individuals who closely resemble their population of interest. Scholars may use one-on-one interviews or focus groups (or a combination) towards this end. Regardless of the approach taken, these discussions should be structured around two main objectives. First, researchers need to hear how participants think about the focal construct in their own words, with minimal prompting from the researcher. Second, after getting as much unprompted information as possible, survey designers can ask more directed, probing questions to assess whether respondents agree with certain characteristics of the construct noted in the literature. Scholars will want to continue until additional interviews/focus groups begin yielding little new information regarding potential respondents’ conceptualization of the construct.

At Step 2 in our investigation of TSR, we interviewed teachers and conducted focus groups with students. For the latter group, we first asked them, “I’d like you to think about what it means to have a good/positive relationship with a teacher. Now can you describe what a good relationship with a teacher is to you – what does it look like?” Next, we asked participants to talk about a teacher with whom they had a particularly good relationship; especially for the younger students, we felt it was important to make the task as concrete as possible. Once respondents had exhausted most of what they could tell us unprompted, we shifted into more directive questions such as, “Was there something about how the teacher taught the class – did s/he allow you to do more independent or self-directed work?” (an attempt to learn about the role of student autonomy). Our approach with teachers followed the same trajectory of transitioning from very open-ended questions to more focused prompts.

Because our construct was multi-faceted, we devised an adaptation of the Q-sort technique to efficiently learn which categories from our literature review students and teachers felt were important. Towards the end of the interviews, participants completed a Q-sort
procedure in which they sorted cards labeled with aspects of TSR that we had culled from our literature review. Specifically, they responded to the question, “How important are each of these characteristics to developing a positive relationship with your teacher/students?” To respond, participants grouped cards into the following categories: “extremely important/essential” “somewhat important” and “not important/doesn’t matter.” One interesting result from this procedure occurred around the idea of responsiveness. According to the literature, it is critical for teachers to be responsive to students – yet, this issue was not categorized as especially important by students. Conversely, despite its absence from the literature we reviewed, teacher interviewees described student responsiveness (or the lack thereof) as an important signal of respect and openness and grouped it among the three most important indicators of TSR. Because of its import in the literature and to teachers, we retained this indicator to potentially develop into an item. Thus, this step provides an informative source of complementary (or counter-balancing) data to the academic scholarship gleaned from Step 1.

**Step 3: Synthesizing the Literature Review with Interview/Focus Group Data**

The third step of this scale development process represents an initial attempt to reconcile differences that emerge between academic and lay conceptualizations of the construct in question. Specifically, the goal of this step is to provide a full conception of the construct with which both parties are likely to agree. From the literature review and the interview/focus group data, survey designers can develop a comprehensive list of indicators for their construct (from which they will develop initial items in Step 4). The merging of these sources of data is straightforward when prior literature and respondents agree on particular indicators. When they agree conceptually but describe the indicators in different ways, survey designers can use the vocabulary of their respondents. At this stage, when an indicator is mentioned from one source
but not the other, most researchers will want to retain the indicator for the time being – later steps in the process will provide checks to see whether items reflecting that indicator seem appropriate.

We integrated the indicators mentioned by our participants and the literature in two ways. In some instances, academics and potential respondents agreed on the importance of certain aspects of TSR but described them differently. For example, “teacher support” is a prominent indicator of TSR in the literature (Goodenow, 1993; Murdock, Anderman, & Hodge, 2000). However, students actually described qualities like teachers “who took an interest in their personal lives.” We noted this terminology in preparation for wording our items in Step 4. In other instances, we had to refine our conception of what the indicator represented. For example, the literature and the students noted the importance of teachers holding high expectations that are individualized for students (Wentzel, 2002). However, teachers also reported students’ expectations of them as important, however the key issue was teachers wanting students to hold realistic expectations of their role in the classroom – a crucial distinction from high expectations.

**Step 4: Developing Items**

After synthesizing their lists, survey designers can write preliminary items. The goal of this step is to develop items that adequately represent the indicators from Step 3 while using terminology that is meaningful to potential respondents (from Step 2). Two challenges predominate during this phase of scale development. The first challenge lies in determining the number of items to generate. For large-grain constructs, having an item that corresponds to each indicator may be impossible. (Failing to represent each indicator may chafe against researchers’ instincts. However, even 100 items on a narrowly-defined construct only asks a sample of all the relevant information that might be asked about that construct.) Deciding on the number of items
ultimately rests with the professional judgment of researchers and (as we illustrate below) their facility in developing items that represent larger portions of the whole construct. However, the conservative path is to develop more items than are needed for the final scale (e.g., perhaps developing 15 potential items in the hopes of ultimately developing an 8-item scale). It may also help to check these items against the Venn diagrams developed in Step 1.

The second challenge of this step lies in actually wording each item. Much of the guidance on wording items in the typical survey construction approaches describes how designers should use clear, unambiguous language; guard against bias; ensure that the item-stems cohere with the response anchors; be wary of offending respondents when asking for sensitive information; avoid double-barreled items and so on. Although these are important reminders, they are probably intuitive for many survey designers. Conversely, a wide array of equally-important issues appears to be less well-known amongst survey designers. Table 1 illustrates five such issues as well as ideas for addressing these issues. The goal of the table is to illustrate (rather than exhaustively document) some of the many issues arise in survey design for which survey designers cannot rely on instinct. These issues have been studied empirically and several best practices have emerged. We are agnostic as to whether survey designers familiarize themselves with these practices directly or familiarize themselves with a knowledgeable colleague instead. However, as the art of crafting items is increasingly becoming a science, new scales need to reflect the field’s collective knowledge of this empirical work. In those instances where the evidence does not point to a clear “right answer,” familiarity with this literature will augment survey designers’ awareness the trade-offs involved in different decisions.
In creating items for our TSR measure, we were concerned not only about the large-grain nature of our construct but also about the valence of different items. Our master-list of indicators produced 14 topics – a sizeable number, particularly for 7th grade attention spans. Thus, we clustered certain indicators (essentially creating sub-constructs) and developed items to address those clusters. For example, rather than developing three separate items to address teachers’ enthusiasm, warmth, and communication, we developed one item to address encouragement. To address the issue of the valence of our items, we knew to avoid reverse scored items – especially for younger respondents (see Benson & Hocevar, 1985; Swain, Weathers, & Niedrich, 2008). Yet, we also knew from the TSR and attitude literatures that positive and negative behaviors and attitudes can impact relationships in different but important ways (Birch & Ladd, 1997). Thus, we drafted one set of items that served as indicators of positive TSR (e.g., “How friendly is Teacher X toward you?”) and a separate set to serve as negative TSR indicators (e.g. “How often does Teacher X make you feel upset?”).

**Step 5: Expert Validation**

With a list of potential items in hand, survey designers can return their focus to their academic audience. The expert validation step allows survey designers to collect data that establishes the construct relevance of individual items and double-checks for key omitted indicators. This process can also provide information on item clarity, language complexity, and other item-level concerns researchers may have. Toward this end, survey designers can identify experts in the field (e.g., authors of relevant publications from the literature review) and invite
them to judge how well a set of items represents a particular construct. Those judges then complete a survey in which they read the survey designers’ definition of the construct; rate each potential item on construct relevance, clarity, or other characteristics of concern to the survey designer; write-in additional comments about individual items; and identify any important indicators that they perceive to be under-represented or absent. (See the appendix for a template of an expert review.) This process also offers designers the chance to quantify the content validity of their scale – see McKenzie, Wood, Kotecki, Clark, and Brey (1999) and Rubio, Berg-Weger, Tebb, Lee, and Rauch (2003) for examples of validation processes with corresponding content validity statistics. Another useful technique for designers who are creating multiple related scales is to ask experts to match items to the construct they belong to (or to an “other” category) – this process provides an early indication of how well the items manifest discriminant validity (Hinkin, 1995). See Veneziano and Hooper (1997) for guidance on the number of experts participants needed for this technique.

Because we needed our TSR items to capture a large-grain construct from the perspective of teachers and students, we focused our expert validation process on assessing construct relevance and insuring that we had not omitted key indicators. Because we were developing these scales for use with teachers and students, we developed separate expert lists of scholars who were familiar with the literature on teachers and middle/high school students, respectively. Each expert received an invitation to participate and a survey packet. The resultant data illustrated several issues that helped us evaluate the clarity and content of our items. For instance, experts noted that some items, which were focused on in-class time (i.e., “How encouraging is Teacher X of your efforts in the classroom?”), were important to TSR regardless of whether they occurred in class or not. For these items, experts suggested that focusing
exclusively on classroom time might misrepresent the TSR for some teachers and students. Our judges also encouraged us to better balance the number of social versus instructional indicators of TSR.

**Step 6: Cognitive Pre-testing**

The penultimate litmus test, before conducting a larger-scale pilot study, is to learn how potential respondents understand and respond to each item. The practice of “cognitive pre-testing” or “cognitive interviewing” provides a structured approach for learning how respondents interpret items (Presser et al., 2004; Willis, 2005). Though specific approaches differ, the core of this technique usually entails the survey designer interviewing potential respondents and asking them (a) to repeat the question in their own words – sometimes without repeating any words from the question itself and (b) to think out loud by reporting every thought they have as they answer the question. During or at the end of the interview the survey designer usually asks follow-up, probing questions to clarify how respondents understand each item. See Karabenick, et al. (2007) for a detailed illustration of this process.

Two aspects of this technique are important to recognize. First, cognitive pre-testing is strange and unnatural for most respondents – especially having to verbalize one’s inner monologue to the outside world. Thus, many researchers begin their cognitive pre-testing interviews with a practice item that allows respondents to practice and receive feedback on the also lead survey designers to over-think their items (Willis, 2005). In other words, how respondents interpret and answer questions during a survey is sometimes incongruent with their interpretations when they fixate on an item for a protracted period of time during a cognitive pre-testing session. Thus, experts often advise identifying clear trends from multiple respondents about a potentially problematic item before making changes (Willis, 2005).
In our TSR survey, this cognitive pretesting technique illuminated three types of potential problems: ambiguity of meaning, overly challenging vocabulary, and ambiguity of situation. First, students noted a problematic ambiguity with “How often does Teacher X make you feel upset?” They observed that students may feel upset if they dislike their teacher or if they are invested in the class and their teacher gives them a disappointing grade. Thus, the item was unlikely to be the unequivocal negative indicator we had originally envisioned. Second, the item that asked participants “How likely would Student X be to recommend you as a teacher to another student?/How likely would Teacher X be to recommend you as a student to another teacher?” used a word (“recommend”) that some students did not fully understand. Third, for this same item, teachers and students felt that they needed more contextual knowledge to generate an answer (e.g., the personalities of the people involved and the subject matter of the class).

**Pilot Testing**

Despite the best efforts of survey designers and rigorous adherence to the previous six steps, some items may remain problematic. However, at this stage most problems are hard to detect without data from a larger sample. Thus, the goal of pilot testing is to administer the scale to a larger population of participants to test how items function within the scale and to determine how the scale functions relative to other measures. Fortunately, as described earlier, much has been written on the “pilot testing – analysis – item selection” procedures that comprise the final stages of scale construction. Usually, researchers iterate through pilot testing until they have a core group of items that function well (i.e., a reliable, cohesive group of items that manifest construct validity in at least a couple different ways) on a sample that closely resembles their population of interest.
Our own pilot testing data identified some problematic items that we refined to make them more applicable to a broader array of teachers and students. For instance, student responses to, “How many times have you expressed anger towards Teacher X in the past week?” indicated that these students rarely expressed anger towards their teacher. To increase the variability, we reworded the item from expressing to feeling anger: “How angry does Teacher X make you feel during class?” In other instances, our pilot data illuminated items with substantial face validity that simply did not correlate highly with other items and had to be revised substantially or removed.

These six steps are clearly not a panacea for developing perfect items and thus, cannot obviate the need for pilot testing. However, they did help us address several important problems early in the survey design process that multiple iterations of pilot testing may not have uncovered. For example, if we had finessed the review of the literature and simply relied on our existing knowledge, we would not have distinguished subtleties such as teacher caring as a personality trait falling outside of our construct of interest but the act of a teacher caring about a particular student as being germane to our construct of interest. Without Steps 2 and 3 we would have missed important indicators such as student responsiveness and students having reasonable expectations for their teachers as important facets of the relationship. Ignorance of the best practices in Step 4 would almost certainly have introduced more respondent error into specific items e.g., we might have been tempted to use items with agree-disagree response anchors that we found in some prior measures without adapting them. Step 5 is especially important in light of the typical approaches to survey construction. Through the typical approach very large item pools are often constructed initially and then items are pruned through pilot tests (often when they prove problematic for the factor structure of the scale). However, this pruning
can result in the omission of critical aspects of the construct. The expert testing that we conducted helped us to realize that we were in danger of under-representing the role of student learning in teacher-student relationships. Finally, Step 6 helped us realize that, despite our best efforts, we had still included some vocabulary that was too difficult for some of our respondents. Again, this important information could easily go undetected through pilot testing.

**Caveats and Concluding Thoughts**

Many topics pivotal to the successful administration of a survey fall outside our focus on scale development. Representative samples, maximizing return rates, use of incentives, layout/formatting of surveys, and modality (e.g., paper and pencil versus web) are all critical topics reviewed elsewhere (e.g., Dillman, Smyth, & Christian, 2009). Moreover, we are not so naïve as to think that our six steps represent *the* perfect pre-pilot testing procedure; our process will likely be refined as researchers experiment with and adapt these steps. In the meantime, we are confident that psychologists using these steps will identify and remediate more issues with their scales than those who simply make-up items and pilot test them – an approach we suspect is too frequently used within psychological and social science research.
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### Table 1: Lesser known best practices in item development

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Best practice</strong></th>
<th><strong>Explanation</strong></th>
<th><strong>References</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Avoid using reverse scored items</td>
<td>In theory reverse scored items are a clever idea to “keep respondents honest” and prevent them from responding to all questions in the same way. In practice, theoretically ostensible opposites are frequently not arrayed on a continuum (i.e., they are multi-dimensional) and reverse-scored items diminish scale reliability.</td>
<td>(Benson &amp; Hocevar, 1985; Cacioppo &amp; Berntson, 1994; Swain, et al., 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use at least 5-7 response anchors</td>
<td>For most respondent populations five-point response anchors for unipolar items (that range from a conceptual 0 point to infinity) and seven-point response anchors for bipolar items (that conceptually range from negative infinity to infinity) will work well.</td>
<td>(Krosnick, 1999; Weng, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avoid agree/disagree response anchors</td>
<td>Asking respondents to rate their level of agreement to different statements is a cognitively demanding task that increases respondent error and reduces respondent effort in many cases.</td>
<td>(Fowler, 2009; Krosnick, 1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Label each response anchor with a construct-specific verbal label; avoid numeric labels</td>
<td>Labeling each response anchor enhances reliability. Using construct-specific anchors (e.g., not at all/slightly/somewhat/quite/extremely interested if “interest” is the construct in question) should help reinforce respondents focus on the core construct under investigation. Because numbers have implicit meaning for many participants – which may conflict with the verbal response anchors – they should be avoided.</td>
<td>(Tourangeau, Rips, &amp; Rasinski, 2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strive to ensure that every part of every question applies to every respondent.</td>
<td>If parts of individual items make false assumptions about respondents, you will introduce error or missing responses into your data. For example, “How frequently do you see your family doctor?” assumes that respondents (a) have a family doctor, (b) see them from time to time and (c) implies but does not clarify that “seeing” the doctor occurs for medical reasons (as opposed to for a weekly tennis match). Instead, survey designers can use branching items to filter respondents towards applicable items (e.g., if undergraduate seniors need to take an extra section of the survey, ask respondents for their class year and direct all non-seniors towards the next appropriate part of the survey).</td>
<td>(Bradburn, Sudman, &amp; Wansink, 2004; Dillman, et al., 2009)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Appendix: Expert Review Template

Sample instructions
Thanks again for agreeing to participate in our expert review of the items on the ______________ Scale that we are developing. Below is a description of the larger research project, the construct definitions, and then a list of questions about each of the items on the survey. Please begin by familiarizing yourself with this background information and the construct definitions, and then review the specific instructions for completing the content validation.

I. Research project: {Describe relevant details of the research project possibly including: what your research questions are, who you are sampling, and how the survey fits into the research project}.

II. Construct definition. {Provide a clear definition of your construct.}

III. Clarity: In this section we would like to know how comprehensible each item is for our anticipated respondent population. Please rate how understandable each of the following items is by using the scales below. If you have ideas for how to clarify the meaning of an item please note your thoughts beneath each item.

1) Item 1 {including response anchors}…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all understandable</th>
<th>Slightly understandable</th>
<th>Somewhat understandable</th>
<th>Quite understandable</th>
<th>Extremely understandable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Suggestions:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

2) Item 2 {including response anchors}…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all understandable</th>
<th>Slightly understandable</th>
<th>Somewhat understandable</th>
<th>Quite understandable</th>
<th>Extremely understandable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Suggestions:

____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

…etc.
IV. **Item means:** In this section we would like your help to anticipate our items will produce an adequate range of means. Please indicate what you think the average (mean) response for each item will be given our target respondents.

1) Item 1 {provide the actual verbal response anchors that you plan to use for each item}…

2) Item 2 {provide the actual verbal response anchors that you plan to use for each item}…

…etc.

V. **Relevance:** In this section we would like to know how central each item is to our construct of interest. Please rate the relevance of each item to the construct of ____________.

1) Item 1 {including response anchors}…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all relevant</th>
<th>Slightly relevant</th>
<th>Somewhat relevant</th>
<th>Quite relevant</th>
<th>Extremely relevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

2) Item 2 {including response anchors}…

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Not at all relevant</th>
<th>Slightly relevant</th>
<th>Somewhat relevant</th>
<th>Quite relevant</th>
<th>Extremely relevant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

…etc.

Next, please think about all the items as a whole for a moment. We hope this survey scale fairly represents the entire construct without ignoring important features of the construct. Please indicate any aspects or characteristics that you feel are important parts of this construct which are not represented or are inadequately represented by this survey scale.

1) ______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

2) ______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
3) ______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________